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Page Overview 

1. Current Jobs: This section shows active jobs where you are listed as the recruiter, assistant recruiter or hiring 
manager (reports to manager) on the job card 

a. Summary:  These colored circles provide a summary of your jobs by job status. Click to display or hide 
jobs within that status below.   

2. Teams and Users:  If the user has access to view jobs raised by their own team members or by other teams, they 
will see a ‘teams and users’ controller.  

3. Manager Activities: If the user is associated through the recruitment process, this section will display on the 
dashboard with any of the below notifications.  From this section, the user will have the ability to quickly 
navigate to the relevant areas of the system. 

a. Jobs awaiting your approval 
b. Jobs with applicants for review 
c. Jobs requiring panel review 
d. Assigned applications for review 
e. Offers awaiting your approval 
f. New starters 
g. New starter tasks 
h. Scheduled Emails 
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4. Tasks:  This area allows you to create tasks for yourself or assign tasks to other users. 
 

5. Activities Performed:  This section allows the user to see a record of activities and helps to highlight when 
application status changes have not been made.  Note:  If there has been no activities performed by a user in 
the week the box will not be displayed. After the user has performed an activity it will display for the remainder 
of the week. 

 
System Requirements: 
 

1. Note: Be sure to ‘Allow pop-ups’ for the Talent Acquisition System (TAS) 
2. Supported document formats: .doc, .docx .docm, .pdf, .txt, .rtf, .xls, .xlsm) 
3. Supported browsers 

a. Google Chrome - Chrome is the recommended browser for the best experience - this is also 
demonstrated in the browser usage pattern that we see within our customers.  Operating Systems - 
Windows / Mac / Android / iOS 

4. Also supported:  
a. Mozilla Firefox - Operating Systems - Windows / Mac 
b. Apple Safari - Operating Systems - Mac / iOS 
c. Microsoft Edge - Operating Systems – Windows (Note: Initially, Microsoft Edge was delivered through a 

Windows update. People subscribed to Windows Insider program may have beta versions that are not 
supported). 

We strongly recommend upgrading to one of the supported browsers for using NMSU’s Talen Acquisition System 
applications as well as for general internet security. 
  
You may notice that the application may work in browsers other than those mentioned above. While this may be the 
case, where such functionality is upgraded, support of that functionality will then be realigned to our current supported 
browser commitments. 
 
NOT SUPPORTED  
Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE) - IE versions 11 and below are no longer being supported by Microsoft as of 17 August 
2021. For more information refer to Microsoft's End of IE Support Announcement. 
 

 
 


